Investment Club Company Visit-Orient Securities

On Apr 23\textsuperscript{rd}, organized by Investment club, 12 students from MBA 2011 went to visit Orient Securities. The visit provided great opportunity for students to interact with HR and also meet three of our MBA alumni working in the company.

During the visit, Ms. Wu Yizhu, HR manager, introduced the research centre, spoke about the typical career path of an analyst and explained the hiring procedure of Oriental Securities. Ms. Yizhu also mentioned the company’s appreciation of CEIBS students and emphasized that the company recruits talents from CEIBS each year.

Following her introduction, our three alumni, Dong Liang (MBA 2009), Jiang Biwu (MBA 2010) and Wu Min (MBA 2007) shared their experiences working at Orient Securities. Dong Liang, the senior analyst for the steel industry, gave visiting students recommendations on career planning. “It is crucial to acknowledge your personal interest and personality when you do your career planning” he stressed. Jiang Biwu, analyst for the aircraft industry, discussed his internship experience in the company and how he successfully received a return offer upon graduation. Wu Min discussed her experience in Private Wealth Management.

In the Q&A session, visiting students and alumni exchanged ideas on internship planning, overseas exchange, and also the current dynamics at CEIBS. The three alumni also provide useful advice regarding preparation for entering the finance industry and some valuable tips on career switching.

Overall, our student gained a broader view of finance industry in China and the securities sector, as well as what it takes to be an equity analyst.